Week of July 10th – 21st

Interior
Week of June 19th
- Piping installation to continue in DAIRY, HANCOCK, EXT. ENG., CUMMINGS, BANTING Buildings and start in POUlTRY. (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Piping in DAIRY building in women’s washroom and over adjacent offices/storage to continue. (Expect disruption with some of this work).
- One small piping crew to start back working in BOULDEN, CHUTE, HALEY, JENKINS, and RUMINANT. (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Demolition to continue in HANCOCK, POULTRY, CUMMINGS, MACRAE and EXT. ENG. Buildings (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Civil work for concrete pads will follow in HANCOCK, POULTRY, CUMMINGS, BANTING, MACRAE and EXT. ENG. Buildings (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Electrical and Control work to continue throughout buildings for equipment mounting and conduit runs. CHUTE, BOULDING, RUMINANT, LANGILLE, HALEY, JENKINS HALL, HANCOCK, EXT. ENG., AQUA, CUMMINGS, BANTING, and MACRAE Buildings. (Chance of minor noise with this work, hammer drilling, etc.)

Week of June 26th
- Piping installation to continue in DAIRY, EXT. ENG., CUMMINGS, BANTING, and MACRAE Buildings. (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Piping in DAIRY building in women’s washroom and over adjacent offices/storage to continue. (Expect disruption with some of this work).
- One small piping crew to start back working in BOULDEN, CHUTE, HALEY, JENKINS, RUMINANT, and HANCOCK. (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Demolition to continue in HANCOCK, POULTRY, CUMMINGS, MACRAE, EXT. ENG, and NEW COX. Buildings (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Civil work for concrete pads will follow in HANCOCK, POULTRY, CUMMINGS, BANTING, MACRAE, EXT. ENG., and NEW COX Buildings (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Electrical and Control work to continue throughout buildings for equipment mounting and conduit runs. CHUTE, BOULDING, RUMINANT, LANGILLE, HALEY, JENKINS HALL, HANCOCK, EXT. ENG., AQUA, CUMMINGS, BANTING, and MACRAE Buildings. (Chance of minor noise with this work, hammer drilling, etc.)

Exterior
South
- Continue Testing Heating System Pipe
- Install Bollards where required.
- Continue to track fault in leak detection system.
- Patch in Excavated areas.

North
- Continue Traffic Control between Langille Athletic Center and Cox Institute (New)
- Install pipe into Langille Athletic Center.
- Installing pipe. This will include welding in the area.
- Continue to Backfill Pipe from Langille Athletic Center to Cox Institute (New).
- Continue Road Closure on Cox Road from Cox Institute (New) to Cox Institute (Old)
- Continue installing pipe along Cox Road.
- Backfilling Pipe along Cox Road.
- Cox Road to Banting Building and excavate for pipe.
- Install Pipe to Banting Building
- Excavate across Cox Road to Library Area.
- Prep to Start work in Manholes.